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 ABSTRACT 
The aim of this study was to determine the effect of tolerance of 
uncertainty on the executive functions in people with psychological 
trauma. To study the neuropsychological correlates of tolerance of 
uncertainty in people with psychological trauma, 55 subjects aged 21 to 
66 years (25 men and 30 women) were involved. The control sample 
included 56 subjects aged 22–67 years (21 men and 35 women). 
Research methods: "New questionnaire of tolerance-intolerance of 
uncertainty", "Iowa Gambling Task", Clinician-Administered PTSD 
Scale for DSM-IV (CAPS-DX), Method of verbal-color interference 
(Stroop test). Results: psychological trauma causes a decrease in the 
level of tolerance of uncertainty (ToU), an increase in the level of 
intolerance of uncertainty (IoU) and an increase in the level of 
interpersonal intolerance of uncertainty (IIoU). ToU can be seen as a 
protective factor in the case of psychological trauma. ToU can alleviate 
the manifestations of executive dysfunction (when treating both 
ambivalent and indeterminate stimuli) in people with a history of 
psychological trauma. IoU can be considered as a psychological 
construct that interferes with the normal functioning of executive 
functions in the control group (persons without a history of 
psychological trauma). Psychological trauma causes an increase in the 
level of IIoU in a way that is not associated with executive dysfunction. 
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Introduction. The problem of executive dysfunction in people with psychological trauma is 
important for a holistic understanding of the neuropsychological mechanisms of mental disorders. 
People with psychological trauma are often more hostile to uncertainty (have a low level of ToU). So 
the question is: are executive dysfunctions associated with decreased ToU in people with 
psychological trauma? 
Materials and Methods.  
The construct of ToU includes psychological components (the ability to comfortably 
experience the lack of explicit information; the ability to hold conflicting (ambivalent) judgments; the 
ability to work with full dedication without being certain about the result; the ability to experience 
constant things as a process; the ability to comfortably accept other people's subjectivity, readiness for 
spontaneity and encouragement of freedom in close relationships, awareness that certain aspects of 
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reality are independent from human will and desires, tolerance for unknowability, ability to calmly 
experience ambiguity and incompleteness in communication, comfortable experience of situations in 
which important people's opinions are not clear, awareness of the relativity of conventional norms and 
"the play-element of culture", awareness of their own ways of bringing certainty (which work 
automatically) [8, 16]. The construct of ToU includes neuropsychological components as well 
(systems of functions which aim to organise and control the behavior, the somatic markers system) [9, 
10, 11, 13, 15, 18, 22, 26]. 
Traditionally, in studies of ToU, this construct is divided into two general types: 
• tolerance for ambiguity, contradictions. In other words, the retention of these 
contradictions (dialectical level of thinking) without trying to immediately identify them (choose one 
thing and deny the other); 
• tolerance to the lack of (explicit) information. In other words, openness to new experiences 
and flexibility as opposed to the acceptance of determinism and fatalism, the creation of rituals and 
rigid systems [8, 14, 16]. 
If we consider executive functions as a collective term that characterizes the work of the 
orbitofrontal cortex, ventromedial cortex and dorsolateral cortex, then, for further research, these 
functions should be differentiated in the context of ToU [4, 12, 17]. 
The focus is primarily on such executive functions as planning, selection, adherence and 
change of behavioral strategy, ensuring spontaneity and flexibility of behavior (aspects of tolerance to 
uncertainty provided by the dorsolateral cortex); future orientation and inhibition of automatic 
reactions (aspects of tolerance to uncertainty provided by the orbitofrontal cortex); a somatic markers 
system that is closely linked to decision-making in situations where explicit learning is not available 
(the aspect of ToU provided by the functioning of the ventromedial cortex) [4, 13, 15, 17, 18]. 
With the help of theoretical analysis, the main features of the brain organization of behavioral 
control and management functions in persons with psychological trauma were outlined. Behavioral 
management and control functions (executive functions) in persons with a history of psychological 
trauma have a pathological brain organization due to a decrease in GABAergic transmission and 
increased dopaminergic transmission. As a consequence, the work of the behavioral control system is 
disrupted (in situations that require the processing of ambivalent stimuli, such as the conflict between 
current interest and long-term benefits is the result of reducing the efficiency of the orbitofrontal 
cortex). The somatic markers system is also affected (in situations of information deficit, which 
require making adaptive decisions based on internal processes is the result of reducing efficiency of 
the ventromedial cortex). Thus, it can be stated that persons with a history of psychological trauma 
have manifestations of executive dysfunctions [1, 3, 4, 7, 19, 24, 27]. 
Selection of previously unresolved parts of the problem: neuropsychological mechanisms for 
reducing the level of ToU in people with emotional trauma remain currently inexhaustible. Are 
executive dysfunctions caused by emotional trauma associated with decreased ToU? Which aspect of 
executive dysfunctions plays a significant role in reducing ToU (processing ambivalent incentives or 
making decisions in the context of the information deficit)? 
The aim of the study: to detect neuropsychological correlates of ToU in individuals with 
emotional trauma. 
The criteria for inclusion of subjects in the clinical sample were the results of a semi-
structured interview according to the Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale for DSM-IV (CAPS-DX). 
To evaluate the level of ToU, the method "New questionnaire of tolerance-intolerance of uncertainty" 
was used. The Iowa gambling task (IGT) and the Stroop test were used to access executive functions. 
According to the above-mentioned division of ToU into two aspects (tolerance to ambivalence 
and tolerance to lack of information), neuropsychological methods of studying executive functions 
were chosen. Thus, the technique of verbal-color interference (the Stroop test) appeals to such an 
aspect of ToU as tolerance to ambivalence, because the stimulus material of the Stroop test contains 
just ambivalent stimuli (font color interferes with the verbal designation of color). The IGT, in turn, 
appeals to such an aspect of ToU as tolerance for lack of information, because the stimulus material of 
the IGT contains a task in which alternatives must be randomly chosen.  
The obtained data were processed by comparative (Mann-Whitney test) and correlation 
(Spearman's correlation coefficient) analysis. 
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Results and discussion. 
Results of comparative analysis (comparison of indicators in clinical and control samples): 
1) There is a statistically significant difference in ToU between clinical and control samples 
(W = 514, p-value = 1.439e-09). In the clinical group there is a significantly lower level of ToU 
compared to the control group (36.8 < 56). Thus, it can be argued that psychological trauma leads to a 
significant reduction in the level of ToU. It can also be assumed that a person with a history of 
psychological trauma, in turn, seeks certainty, which he/she considers a guarantee of security [4, 24]. 
2) There is a statistically significant difference in IoU between the indicators in the clinical 
and control samples (W = 2800, p-value = 1.069e-13). In the group of subjects who had a history of 
psychological trauma (clinical) there is a significantly higher level of IoU, than in the control group 
(74.8 > 49.7). This phenomenon can be explained as follows: in the period of post-traumatic 
adaptation there is a tendency to avoid triggers that can provoke a recurrence of a traumatic situation. 
Persons with a history of psychological trauma tend to divide the world into "safe" and "dangerous", 
"good" and "bad" parts. Such forms of adaptation are obviously manifestations of IoU [1, 2, 5, 28]. 
3) There is a statistically significant difference in IIoU between the indicators in the clinical and 
control samples (W = 2230, p-value = 4.7e-05). The obtained results indicate that there is a significant 
difference between the clinical and control groups in terms of IIoU (authoritarianism). Indicators of IIoU 
in the clinical group are significantly higher than in the control group (35 > 26.6). Because the need of 
security (which cannot be satisfied in the affected person) is primary, people with trauma tends to over-
regulate the relationship (roles or rules) in order to achieve security. However, this security significantly 
suppresses spontaneity in the relationship and can eventually destroy them [1, 4, 5]. 
4) There is no statistically significant difference in the IGT total score (efficiency of the 
somatic markers system) between the clinical and control samples (W = 1658.5, p-value = 0.4863). 
Based on the obtained data, it is necessary to refute the hypothesis that the somatic markers system 
significantly loses effectiveness due to psychological trauma. There are no significant differences 
between the indicators in the clinical and control groups in the IGT (1843.1 ~ 1736.6). This empirical 
result indicates that individuals with a history of psychological trauma retain the ability to rely on 
somatic markers in decision-making. 
5) There is a statistically significant difference in the Stroop test total time (indicator of the 
brain system of behavioural control and management) between clinical and control samples (W = 
2679, p-value = 1.878e-11). The more time the person spends on the Stroop test, the greater is the 
severity of executive dysfunctions. Since there is a significant difference in the indicator "total time of 
the Stroop test" (the average in the clinical sample is much higher than the average in the control: 276 
> 186), it can be stated that psychological trauma significantly impairs the performance of executive 
functions. Functions of management and control of behavior during the Stroop test allow the person to 
perceive and respond to stimuli that contain contradictions (word-color interference) [3]. 
6) The difference in the time of the I and II Parts in the Stroop test (severity of the interference 
effect in the Stroop test) is a statistically significant in the clinical and control samples (W = 1185.5, p-
value = 0.03676). Representatives of the clinical group have a significantly lower rate than those in the 
control group (7.7 < 19.6). An unexpected tendency is a reduction in the time difference between the first 
and second stages of the Stroop test in people with psychological trauma; it can be understood only by 
the second indicator: a large number of errors observed in the clinical sample (20.5 > 4). Probably the 
solution lies in the mechanism of the protective reaction, which arises in response to conflicting stimuli. 
It is possible that a representative of the clinical group, who unsuccessfully tries to unravel the problems 
of the second stage of the Stroop test and makes mistakes, eventually despairs and begins to pass the test 
indifferently (violating the instructions), which reduces the duration of the second stage before the first. 
Prolongation of the first stage, in turn, may be caused by delayed workability. 
7) There is a statistically significant difference in the number of errors in the Stroop test 
(severity of the effect of interference in the test) between the indicators in the clinical and control 
samples (W = 2726, p-value = 2.434e-12). The ability to maintain a mental course and complete the 
initiated work (indicators of executive functions) is manifested in the Stroop test by following the 
instructions. Accordingly, the tendency to be distracted from the performance, the tendency to violate 
the instructions can be considered as a manifestation of executive dysfunctions, which is evident in the 
clinical group [20]. 
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The results of correlation analysis for the control sample: 
To search for neuropsychological correlates of ToU, we use correlation analysis. This procedure 
involves the establishment of a direct or inverse linear relationship between two or more variables. 
First of all, consider the neuropsychological correlates of the construct ToU on the material 
of the control sample: 
• Inverse relationship with the number of errors during the Stroop test (-0.37 **). The first 
pattern is the inverse relationship between the level of ToU and the number of errors during the Stroop 
test (-0.37 **). Thus, the higher is the level of ToU, the fewer mistakes the person makes when 
processing stimuli that contain verbal-color interference. By definition, such a construct as ToU includes 
the ability of a person to tolerate not only stimuli that involve a lack of information, but also those 
stimuli that have internal contradictions or contain contradictions. Taking into account that word-color 
interference in the second stage of the Stroop test is just an example of a stimulus that contains internal 
contradictions, we can assume that one of the neuropsychological correlates of ToU in the control 
sample is the brain's ability to process ambivalent stimuli and maintain behavior control). 
Next, consider the neuropsychological correlates of the IoU construct on the control sample: 
• Inverse relationship with the sum of the scores on the IGT (-0.3 *). Hostile attitudes to 
uncertainty impair the effectiveness of tasks that contain a lack of explicit information. As a result, 
people with a high level of IoU have a reduced ability to make adaptive decisions (decisions in 
conditions of information deficit). Thus, a possible neuropsychological correlate of IoU in the control 
sample is the difficulty in processing uncertain stimuli (namely, reduced efficiency of decision-making 
in conditions of information deficit) [23]. 
• Direct relationship to the time of the Stroop test performing (0.43 **). The next pattern is 
the direct relationship between the level of IoU and the total time of the Stroop test performance 
(0.43 **). Thus, the higher level of IoU person has, the more time he/she needs to process stimuli that 
contain word-color interference. Most of the resources of the brain system of behavioural control and 
management are spent on emotional self-regulation, resulting in an increase in the latency period 
required to process ambivalent stimuli. However, since the correlation does not indicate the direction 
of the connection, we can assume another explanation which imply cognitive issues. The point is that 
possible cognitive difficulties associated with the processing of ambivalent stimuli lead to the 
accumulation of negative experience after dealing with ambiguity and ambivalence. One way or 
another, but it should be concluded that a possible neuropsychological correlate of IoU in the control 
sample is the difficulty of processing ambivalent stimuli (namely, the growth of the latent period 
preceding the processing of ambivalent stimulus) [21]. 
• Direct correlation with the number of errors during the Stroop test (0.5 **). The next pattern 
is the direct relationship between the level of IoU and the number of errors during the Stroop test (0.5 
**). Therefore, the higher level of IoU person has, the more mistakes he/she makes when processing 
stimuli that contain word-color interference. Thus, one of the neuropsychological correlates of IoU in the 
control sample is problems with tasks that require inhibition of the automatic response and the 
generation of adaptive response (methods which belong to the group of tests "go-no go"). 
Next, consider the neuropsychological correlates of the IIoU construct on the material of the 
control sample: 
Inverse relationship with the sum of the scores on the IGT (-0.3 *). The inverse relationship 
between the success in the IGT and the level of IIoU (-0.3 *) can be explained at the following level of 
generalization: the effective functioning of the somatic marker system (which enables the successful 
IGT) requires the ability to listen to person's own somatic reactions that accompany the experience of 
emotions. On the other hand, the ability to empathize with other people is closely related to the ability 
to understand one's own emotions and realize one's own uncomfortable bodily manifestations 
(individuals who are insensitive to their own somatic sensations, including pain and discomfort, are 
unable to empathize with other people's suffering). Thus, the effective functioning of the somatic 
markers system makes it impossible to show authoritarianism, ie IIoU in the control group. 
• Direct correlation with the number of errors in the Stroop test (0.34 **). The next pattern 
is the direct relationship between the level of IIoU and the number of errors in the Stoop test (0.34 **). 
It can be assumed that the increase in the level of IIoU in the control sample is associated with an 
increase in the frequency of errors in the field of social competences, especially regarding the feelings 
of others, which are often a source of ambivalence. 
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The results of correlation analysis for the clinical sample: 
To find neuropsychological correlates of ToU in people with psychological trauma, we use 
correlation analysis. This procedure implies the detection of a direct or inverse linear relationship 
between two or more variables. 
First of all, consider the neuropsychological correlates of the ToU construct on the material 
of the clinical sample: 
• Direct correlation with the sum of points in the IGT (0.37 **). The data indicate that ToU 
is significantly related to the success of the IGT in the clinical sample (0.37 **). Representatives of the 
clinical sample have a history of psychological trauma. Given this condition, it should be assumed that 
a high level of ToU is one of the protective factors in the period of post-traumatic adaptation, which 
allows to maintain the ability to make adaptive decisions in conditions of uncertainty despite the 
destructive effects of traumatic events. A high level of ToU allows the subject to listen to somatic 
markers and, as a result, to make more successful decisions during the IGT.  
• Inverse relationship with the performance-time of the Stroop test (-0.31 *). The clinical 
sample shows that the ToU and the time in the Stroop test are inversely related (-0.31 *). This 
empirical pattern suggests that the effectiveness of executive functions in the performance of the 
Stroop test is a potential neuropsychological correlate of ToU in the clinical sample. Psychological 
trauma is likely to lead to an increase in executive dysfunction, resulting in increased time required 
for the subject to perform the Stroop test. However, subjects from the clinical sample who have a 
higher level of ToU show less pronounced executive dysfunction [27]. 
• Inverse relationship with the number of errors during the Stroop test (-0.44 **). Based on 
the data obtained, ToU in the clinical sample is inversely related to the number of errors during the 
Stroop test (-0.44 **). The higher is the level of ToU in a person experiencing a period of post-
traumatic adaptation, the fewer errors he/she makes when processing ambivalent stimuli. ToU is likely 
to alleviate the effects of executive dysfunction caused by psychoogical trauma [6]. 
Next, consider the neuropsychological correlates of the construct of intolerance to uncertainty 
in the clinical sample: 
• Direct relationship to the performance-time of the Stroop test (0.31 *). The next pattern is 
the direct relationship between the level of IoU in the clinical sample and the total time of the Stroop 
test (0.31 *). It can be assumed that IoU in people with psychological trauma exacerbates the 
manifestations of executive dysfunction. The high level of IoU in people with psychological trauma 
forces them to avoid uncertainty and rely on the external structure, which allows to restrain the 
activity of the executive functions. Accordingly, there is cognitive rigidity, which increases the 
performance-time of the Stroop test. 
• Direct correlation with the number of errors during the Stroop test (0.33 *). For a holistic 
interpretation of the above trend, other indicators of the Stroop test should also be considered, namely: 
there is a significant direct linear relationship between the level of IoU in the clinical sample and the 
number of errors in the Stroop test (0.33 *). Such assumptions prompt a closer look at the structure of 
the protective response that arises in response to uncertainty. Most often, negative attitudes toward 
uncertainty in people with psychological trauma include fear and anxiety, forcing them to view 
uncertain situations as risky. If we take as a basis the "freeze-run-fight" response model, we can 
assume the appearance of reactions of irritation and anger, which cause indifference and hostility to 
the tasks of the Stroop test. The trigger for this reaction of anger seems to be the helplessness that 
occurs in people with executive dysfunctions as a result of facing an ambivalence situation. The 
inability to maintain a mental course and complete the work started (signs of executive dysfunctions) 
is manifested in the Stroop test due to violation of the instructions. Accordingly, the tendency to be 
distracted from the tasks of the test can be considered as a manifestation of executive dysfunctions in 
persons with psychological trauma. It is important to emphasize that the high level of IoU in people 
with psychological trauma significantly exacerbates the manifestations of these executive dysfunctions 
(in particular, causes an increase in the number of errors in processing of ambivalent stimuli). 
Conclusions. 
1. ToU in the clinical sample is more strongly associated with executive dysfunction than in 
the control sample. If the ToU allows the subjects of the control sample to avoid errors in the 
processing of ambivalent stimuli, then the value of this construct for people with psychological trauma 
increases significantly. According to the results of the current study, psychological trauma causes 
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executive dysfunctions that are associated with the processing of ambivalent stimuli, but does not 
affect the process of processing indeterminate stimuli. However, both the first and the second type of 
stimuli are studied better from the clinical sample, provided they have a high level of ToU. Thus, we 
can consider ToU as a protective factor in the case of psychological trauma. ToU can alleviate the 
manifestations of executive dysfunction (when treating both ambivalent and indeterminate stimuli) in 
people with a history of psychological trauma [19]. 
2. IoU in the control sample is more strongly associated with executive functions than in the 
clinical. Representatives of the control group, who have a high level of IoU, show a decline in the 
results of tests for executive functions. Thus, IoU can be considered as a psychological construct that 
interferes with the normal functioning of executive functions in the control sample. However, in the 
clinical sample this tendency is much weaker. Although psychological trauma leads to a significant 
increase in the level of IoU, executive dysfunction appear to occur in the clinical sample regardless of 
this construct (at least in relation to the processing of uncertain stimuli). 
3. IIoU in the control sample is associated with executive functions, while in the clinical 
sample this construct is determined by other factors [25]. Obviously, psychological trauma causes an 
increase in the level of IIoU in a way that is not associated with executive dysfunctions. 
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